
12TH BAND



BANDS 
OVERVIEW

INTENTIONALLY DIFFERENT 
BY DESIGN

Like you, we were troubled by the human disconnect 
from self, community, and nature in the traditional 
school systems, which is why we rebuilt it.

Our founders have a combined 60+ years of  educa-
tional experience that informs our unique approach to 
learning. 

We’ve all been told there’s only ONE way to be edu-
cated. We believe there is another option, we want to 
show you. 

Discover what a holistic and developmentally designed 
education looks like.

EDUCATION THAT HONORS 
YOUR TEAN YEARS

People are made to learn, which is why we cultivate
an environment where it truly happens.

+ GAIN AUTONOMY IN LEARNING
Leave behind the one-sized fits all 
approach to learning.

+ BE WELL PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE
Graduate with your tank full of  curious 
energy.

+ ACTUALLY LOVE LEARNING
Retain your childlike wonder and curiosity. 



12th BAND

THE OWLS

The seniors are perched between two worlds. They 
are currently living the life they have known for 18 
years- student, child, athlete, etc. And yet, they are 
about to leave all of  their known world for a new 
path- one that they have yet to define. They are liter-
ally about to begin, perhaps for the first time, leading 
their own lives- choices of  colleges and next steps are 
imminent. We call the seniors our Owls for the wis-
dom they are inhabiting and for the wide-eyed flight 
they are about to undertake. We guide them through 
the process so that they know that all journeys need 
good support, so that they know they are not alone, 
and so they are ready to take the necessary steps for 
their own growth.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Our goal in this final year of  Sage is to prepare the 
students to be Global Citizens. Before we begin our 
studies in the classroom, the students design and be-
come co-leaders on a wilderness leadership course. 
As we return to the classroom, we look at global per-
spectives on how we come to know the world- from a 
comparative philosophy class to the different permu-
tations of  scientific understandings of  the world. The 
students will begin to see the larger trends and ideas 
that under-gird us. During this trimester, the students 
also work on constructing their own meaning-mak-
ing through weekly essays. This prepares their un-
derstandings, but also prepares their writing skills for 
college classes ahead.

During the second trimester, students choose global 
issues to study. These are presented from different his-
torical and scientific perspectives in order to expand 
the students’ views. This trimester will also give them 
practice in a typical college course format, with the 
evaluations being a mid-term and final exam.

The third trimester is spent living out a study of  the 
student’s own planning and design. They conduct a 
4 week research project that culminates in a 10 page 
thesis paper, and then design a 4-5 week field study to 
pursue their topic further. Students defend their the-
ses and then present their trimester-long study to the 
entire community, rounding out a set of  college-ready, 
as well as world-ready, skills.

All of  this culminates with a final Field Study where 
the students are immersed in Ecuador for two weeks. 
They do a homestay and then engage in cultural ac-
tivities designed to deeply get to know a people and a 
culture. They come back wiser and ready for the new 
adventures ahead.

DAILY SCHEDULE

One significant change in the senior schedule is that 
the students are responsible for developing a year-
long community service relationship with a non-profit 
in the valley. That will occur every Monday afternoon 
for the year. Otherwise, students will move through 
their academic classes as they have before. However, 
since it is the first time this class has been on their 
own (and not tied to another band), we have a few 
more freedoms we can work into their weekly rou-
tine- choices of  lunch or wellness have provided some 
different options than the students have felt in the 
younger grades. Friday afternoons in the fall will be 
spent preparing their college applications, and in the 
winter will be planning their Independent Trimester.

View Sample Schedule Here

Testimonial

Overview
Seniors stand on the cusp of adulthood, on the cusp of their next adventures into col-
lege and beyond, and we honor this powerful age by ensuring they focus their time on 
becoming prepared ‘Global Citizens.’

In the First Trimester students deep dive into what 
it means to be Global Citizens.

During the second trimester, students choose global 
issues to study. 

The third trimester is spent living out a study of  the 
student’s own planning and design.

COURSE FOCUS

 + Dive into a comparative philosophy course 
where you begin to understand competing 
world views and choose a philosopher to ‘be-
come’ in our Coffee House debate. 

 + Design and lead your class in a Wilderness 
Leadership Course designed to hone your skills 
in the backcountry and in your transition to col-
lege. 

 + Learn the steps to ‘leading your own life’ as you 
slowly take over the reigns of  choices in your 
life. 

 + Immerse yourself  in Spanish in our capstone 
two-week travel experience. 

 + Design and run your own ‘Independent Trimes-
ter’, including a 175 hour field study of  your 
own choosing. 

 + Challenge yourself  as the curriculum transi-
tions to a more college-like experience. 

EXPERIENCE

What the Sage School did for me, and my life is almost hard to quantify in 
words… I gained an unimaginably complex education filled with life skills, critical 
thinking, and confidence in my learning. This school literally changed the course 
of my life.”

-Duncan, alum

“




